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ABSTRACT
Iceberg management operations have been conducted off eastern Canada for the past

30 years. Various analyses on the success of those operations had been conducted and
the results included in reports that were proprietary documents. A small study
(Bishop, 1989) analyzed a few years of data and assessed the success of iceberg
towing to be 85% while other anecdotal information suggested the success was more
like 95%.
Provincial Aerospace was contracted to assemble all available iceberg management
data into a structured database, with the final outcome to be a publicly available
database, capable of providing information to assist in defining ice risk.
The PERD Comprehensive Iceberg Management Database contains detailed
information on over 1,500 iceberg management operations. These data have helped
define bench marks against which future ice management operations can be compared
and has directly contributed to a reassessment of the risk of iceberg collision with
offshore structures. This paper provides an overview of the database and discusses
the results of a subsequent detailed analysis.
BACKGROUND
With an increase in sub-sea equipment associated with floating oil production systems
on the Grand Banks, there has been renewed interest in assessing the success of
iceberg towing operations. Since the initial iceberg tow tests in 1971, there has been in
excess of 1500 iceberg management operations conducted to support oil drilling
operations off the east coast of Canada. However, information associated with those
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operations was spread across numerous reports in several libraries. Most of the
information quoted on iceberg tow success is mainly anecdotal and actual quantifiable
data on the success of these operations was almost non-existent. Although a few
studies into towing success in the early 80’s were conducted (Bishop, 1989), there has
never been a complete data source of ice management operations.
Several recent reports, including some PERD funded projects (Wright et. al, 1997,
Crocker et. al, 1998), have suggested that the offshore operators should attempt to
address the question of effectiveness or successfulness of iceberg management. Both
industry and stakeholders have been debating what constitutes success as many
different definitions have been used in past reports (Rudkin and Paschke, 2000). In the
spring of 2002, the PERD Comprehensive Iceberg Management Database (CIMD)
was released and including annual updates, now represents the most complete dataset
of iceberg towing operations available today.
DATA
Raw data primarily came from the various “Well History Reports” that the regulator
required to be filed on completion of all wells drilled off Eastern Canada. A search of
the Regulators library uncovered iceberg towing data in 65 of those well history
reports. As a general rule, there were six different data products available from each
well history report:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Plot Sheets of the Icebergs Track
Iceberg Track Listing
Iceberg Tow Logs
Iceberg/Tow Summaries
Chronology of Events Log
Environmental Observations

While all of these products were not available for all of the well sites, in general terms
there were at minimum some combination or derivatives of these products for most
locations. The total data flagged was in excess of 5000 pages of information.
Prior to beginning the database design, a stakeholder’s workshop was held to discuss
the available data and what types of questions would the stakeholders like this
database to answer. Based on these discussions, the database design was finalized and
a process of quality analysis was performed on the data prior to entering it into the
database.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
These data spanned a period of over thirty years and ranged from hand written reports
in the beginning, to fully computerized data collection and reporting in the later
reports. This allowed for some interesting observations regarding how the approach to
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iceberg management operations had changed over time and with the introduction of
technology. These observations have proved important when one attempts to analyze
various components of an ice management operation.
There was little consistency in the report formats between the different contractors.
However, for the most part there was consistency in each contractor’s reports for
different operators. In general terms the earlier datasets (1970-1980) contain more
detail than the later ones (1980-1990). It is believed that this reflects the change from
an operational based R&D approach to a purely operational approach.
The Labrador datasets were generally complete in all respects and contain extremely
detailed information on towing operations while the Grand Banks data tended to be a
bit more vague and required reprocessing to extract the required data.
Data from the early 1980’s varied in the accuracy of the drift and tow tracks.
Although the Labrador data obtained from the drillships radar appeared to be quite
accurate, the data from the Grand Banks did not. In many cases the accuracy
problems were attributed to the DECCA navigation units used to provide positions.
There was a considerable difference in mass calculations that had been used from one
contractor’s report to another. As a result (where iceberg measurement or estimates
were available) all data was recalculated using the commonly accepted formula of:
[1]

Mass=7.12*L*W*H*Va

where 7.12 is a ratio of density of glacial ice to sea water, L in the above water length
in meters, W is the above water width in meters, H is the above water height in meters,
and Va is a shape factor.
It was interesting to note that the level of supporting information drops off
proportionally to the advancing use of computers. Most of the data prior to 1980 was
recorded by hand on hard-copy logs and contained much more supporting information
in the way of notes and comments. As the level of electronically recorded data
increases through the 1980’s, the level of supporting notes and comments decreases.
This probably reflects the fact that early computers were good for storing and
processing numbers, but they did not lend themselves well to adding text.
On the whole the available data were quite good. Where values required for the
database had not been recorded; they could be extracted by reprocessing the available
data.
DATABASE CONTENT
The final database was constructed in MS Access and the design contained four linked
tables with the main tow table comprising of 46 individual fields. The executable
database utilizes a multi-layer query module that allows users to customize what data
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fields are queried. Query results can be exported to MS Excel for further analysis if
required. Table 1 provides an overview of the key fields along with the number of
data points within that field.
Table 1: Overview of Database Fields
Item
Total number of individual management records
Total number of individual icebergs
Types of Management
Total number of tows
Total number of prop-washings
Total number of water cannon management
Total number of rammings
Total number two vessel tows
Total number of net tows
Total number other management techniques
Associated Data Fields
Total number complete iceberg measurements
Total number of connection times
Total number of tow headings
Total number of force measurements
Total number wind data
Total number wave data
Total number visibility data
Total number end reasons
Total number TCPA measurements

Value
1505
973
1303
73
34
5
33
45
8
1332
538
1256
683
1393
1225
939
1505
1077

ANALYSES
The first multiple well analyses were conducted in the late 1980’s in an attempt to
quantify the overall success of iceberg management (Bishop, 1989). This report
analyzed 354 iceberg management operations. However, the methodology used to
determine the success was based on the assigned values recorded in the
Environmental Summaries, the criteria for which was poorly documented (Rudkin,
2002). Nevertheless, this small sampling remained the basis of risk analysis for most
offshore oil projects undertaken since 1990.
With the release of the PERD Comprehensive Iceberg Management Database and the
subsequent analysis of the 1500 operations, there are now definitive bench marks to
which future seasons can be evaluated. In addition, the question of the success of
iceberg management can be viewed in a statistical manner.
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Data from the Labrador or northern operations and the Grand Banks are significantly
different. Much of this stems from the different approaches to ice management
between those two areas. This occurs primarily from the much larger ice zones
associated with anchored rigs on the Grand Banks versus dynamically positioned
vessels used in the northern programs.
In most instances these data were analyzed as a whole followed by separating into the
two distinct geographic or operational areas. The first set of analysis conducted was a
general one that covered the entire database with no separation by area or type of
operation and was conducted to benchmark various individual components of an ice
management operation. Those data included the following analysis and results:
DEFLECTION ANGLE
The assessment of past deflection angles provides insight into the probability of
successfully deflecting an iceberg a certain amount off its natural drift and by
association at what distance an ice management operation should start. This is perhaps
the single most useful value for field personnel planning any iceberg management
operation.
Probability of Tow Deflection Angle Success
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Figure 1: Deflection probability exceedence of all methods
The deflection angle was calculated by comparing a projection of the icebergs free
drift to the course made good while the iceberg was under management. Figure 1
shows the results. In this case, there were no real surprises and the data confirmed that
the more successful operations utilized small amounts of deflection.
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ELAPSED TIME
The elapsed time required to conduct the iceberg management operation is another
key factor to successfully planning an operation. Ice management vessels are usually
at a premium and have other duties not related to ice management but critical to the
continued operation of the drilling or production facilities. To that end, it is important
to be able to assess how long these resources are likely to be tied up with an ice
management operation.
The elapsed time values were then grouped into subjective ranges starting at less than
0.5 hour and progressing through to greater than 48 hrs. The mean elapsed time was
10.4 hours. However, there were distinct differences between Labrador and Grand
Banks operations which showed 6.9 and 14.7 hours respectively.
END REASON
In the design phase of the database, considerable discussion was held on the reasons to
end a management operation. While there are no doubt numerous reasons for a tow to
end, a review of the data showed that in most cases it could be reduced to one of
eleven standardized reasons. The analysis showed the vast majority (61%) of reasons
centered on the management ending because it had achieved the required result, the
second most common (22%) reason was that the towrope slipped off the iceberg.
Iceberg rolling was the third most common reason and occurred in 9% of the records.
It is interesting to note that the reason of Other Ice Priorities is present in less than 1%
of the records indicating that for the most part, the operational field decisions made
over the past 30 years have been sound. Also of note is the occurrence of the towrope
failure, which again has only occurred in less than 1% of the operations.
NUMBER OF ATTEMPTS
In many cases, it has proved extremely difficult to define what constitutes a new
operation as opposed to another attempt within an existing operation. Two workshops
(PAL Environmental Services and C-CORE) have been held over the past few years
and while some headway has been achieved, the definition of new operation or
additional attempt is still somewhat subjective if it had not been recorded at the time.
If the attempt number was not recorded, the time between one attempt ending
(through any reason) and the next starting was used. If it exceeded twelve hours then
this was considered a new operation.
The maximum number of significant attempts was twelve and only two individual
icebergs recorded attempts exceeding five. The mean number of attempts was
calculated at 1.4. These data showed little difference between the two operational
areas.
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MANAGEMENT METHOD
There are thirteen different management methods listed in the database. Many were
experimental methods that were only used on one or two operations while others are
more standard techniques that are still commonly utilized. Of these more common
methods, the floating towrope is by far the most common, accounting for 87 percent
of all operations. Prop-washing was second but this represents only 5 percent of the
operations. Water cannon, nets, and two-vessel tows account for between two and
three percent. Five entries for ramming were recorded in some early reports but were
dismissed as being too dangerous to continue as a standard method of management.
OVERALL SUCCESS
Past attempts to qualify the success of an ice management operation included
assessing the number of times the tow-vessel had to connect to the iceberg, or
comparing the difference between the tow-vessels heading and the course made good
over the tow. Still others compared the deflection angle between the drift made good
of the free-floating iceberg against the course made good while under tow. It was
obvious that a standardized and measurable definition of tow success was required.
The C-CORE (2002) Workshop defined two definitions of tow success:
o Operational Success
“A tow can be considered successful if downtime was avoided”
o Technical Success
“A tow can be considered technically successful if (a) a demonstrated
change in course was achieved and (b) the towed iceberg achieved a
course made good with one or multiple attempts”
The workshop provided no value for “change in course” and it is difficult to state that
a deflection was achieved when the amount of deflection is smaller or equal to the
icebergs natural meander. As such, for this analysis, any change in course less than 5o
was not considered to meet this criterion. Table 2 presents the results of the analysis
based on these two definitions of tow success.
Table 2: Tow Success
Definition
Operational Success
Technical Success

Number of Operations
1,492
1,287

Percentage of Total
99.1%
85.5%

Using these data as a starting point, the analysis looked at success verses iceberg size,
management method, external environmental effects, and vessel experience. These
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factors had less of an effect than might be expected. The level of success based on
iceberg shape varied only 14% between the most and least successful while only 8%
separated iceberg size.

VESSEL EXPERIENCE
This analysis attempted to quantify if vessels that have conducted many towing
operations over several ice seasons have better success than those vessels that are used
for only one season. The resulting conclusions do not take into account that different
crews may have been involved with a single vessel over many seasons.
Mean Success
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Figure 2: Mean success of vessel experience
The database contains either the vessel name or radio call sign of 82 individual tow
vessels responsible for 1,365 ice management operations. Eleven vessels conducted
only one tow while six vessels conducted in excess of 50 tows.
Figure 2 shows the results of the analysis. The results show a noticeable increase in
towing success from one operation to five or more. From that point onward there is
only a gradual, small increase in the level of success.
In terms of seasons of experience, 65 vessels were used for only one season while at
the other end of the scale, two vessels have greater than 6 seasons experience.
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When looking at the number of seasons experience the results show a gradual increase
in the level of success that range from just above 70 percent for the first season to just
under 90 percent for the two vessels that have more than six seasons experience.
TOWING WORKSHOP
The results of the management analysis were presented at a workshop for vessel
masters and ice management personnel to solicit feedback and discussion on the
results from the data analysis. In cases where there were sufficient data points to get a
meaningful result (e.g. Figure 1), the attendees generally agreed with the results,
based on their experiences. However, where the data points were limited, some
conclusions did not fit with the field experience of those in attendance.
Some interesting conclusions contrary of the accepted outcome are related to:
Vessel Power
The analysis on the distribution of tow force and its affect on a successful tow
outcome were also discussed in some detail at the Workshop. The vessel masters
interpretation of these data was as follows:
• The success of a tow is established right at the beginning of the tow when the
applied bollard pull on the towrope is in the 10 – 25 tonne range. If the berg
remains stable with the rope attached, then the chance of success is greatly
improved.
• There is a usable limit of around 75 tonnes bollard pull after which many
icebergs become unstable and roll.
This was an interesting observation that was not immediately obvious from the
analysis but became clear from the workshop discussion with the experienced Vessel
Masters.
Vessel Experience
Probably one of the more interesting analyses is those related to vessel experience. As
shown in Figure 2, there is a steep learning curve from one-to-five operations where
the success rate jumps almost 20%. With more tows, there is a steady but very slow
improvement in the success rate. Those results were discussed in detail with the vessel
masters attending the workshop. The consensus was that these results were correct in
as much as a new master has to get a feel for the best way to deploy the towrope for
the given conditions and also how icebergs react as tow force is applied.
Interestingly, an examination of vessels with multiple seasons experience indicates
that there is again a very slow increase in the level of successful operations. Based on
the available data, the difference between a new vessel on its first tow and a well
seasoned one is about 30 percent. This observation was contested by the experienced
vessel masters who believed that once the initial learning curve had been established,
there was no reason why the success would improve over multiple seasons.
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DATABASE AVAILABILITY
This paper has summarized a very comprehensive analysis of iceberg management on
the Grand Banks. A copy of the complete analysis (Rudkin et al., 2005) and the
current ice management database can be obtained from the website of the Canadian
Hydraulics Centre (www.chc.nrc.ca). It can found under Cold Regions Technology,
PERD/CCTII.
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